SI T BACK , REL A X
AN D RE AD ME

THAN K YO U
Thank you for your purchase and
welcome to the Kaelo family.
Our passion has always been to create
something that not only kept wine perfectly
chilled, but also looked beautiful and was
completely effortless to use.
More than function and form, we wanted
to make something that could spark
conversation, bring people together and be
great fun to use.
I’m excited about what we’ve achieved, and
I hope you’re equally as excited about using
and enjoying your new Kaelo.
Thank you again.

YO U R K AELO
Kaelo offers a fun, effortless and
beautiful way to serve and enjoy wine.
Kaelo’s patented dry-cooling technology
creates a jacket of cold air which wraps
around the bottle, keeping your wine
within 1-2 ºC of its opening temperature.
Your drink will be perfectly chilled,
from the first glass to the last.

TOUCH & S ERVE

To activate, simply touch any
part of the crown with your finger.
Your Kaelo will be at temperature within
seconds, and ready for a chilled bottle.

L I GHTI NG
COLO U R S E LECT IO N
Tap the crown 3 times, then scroll through the
colours by touching the crown repeatedly.
To lock in a colour, do not touch the
crown for 5 seconds.
Tap the crown 4 times and the halo lighting
will gently fade through the full spectrum
of colours.

STAN DBY
Once activated, your Kaelo will stay perfectly
chilled for 2 hours, then go into standby
mode. Should you wish to use your Kaelo for
longer, simply touch the crown during use
and it will restart its 2 hour cycle.
Kaelo can be manually put into standby
mode. To do this touch the crown
for 2 seconds.

OP E R AT I NG E NVI RO N ME N T
Kaelo is intended to be used in ambient
temperatures between 10-32ºC.
If used outside of these temperatures,
there may be a reduction in performance.
Prolonged use outside of this range
may cause damage to the product.

CL E AN I N G
When cleaning the crown, use a soft cloth that
will not scratch the mirror-polished finish.
If the Kaelo is used for long periods of time,
or in cold ambient temperatures, frost can
develop in the chamber. This is normal and it
will eventually evaporate.

5 YEAR WARR AN T Y
Activate within 3 months of purchase by
registering at kaelo.co.uk/activate

Should your Kaelo experience any quality
or performance issues, within 5 years of
purchase, we will repair or replace it for free.
The warranty does not cover damage
resulting from accidents or abusive use.
In order to be valid, your Kaelo must
feature an authentic Kaelo serial label.

I N TH E LO O P
Stay up to date with all the goings on at
Kaelo.
Share your moments
by using #Kaelo.

PINTEREST

INSTAGRAM

@kaelo_ltd

@kaelo_uk

TWITTER
@kaelo_uk

